ACCESS RELEASE FORM

The undersigned enters into this Agreement with AIRCRAFT CASUALTY EMOTIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES, INC. ("ACCESS"). I have been informed and understand that ACCESS is producing a section on the accesshelp.org site and that my name, likeness, image, written text and the photographs I submit will be made a part of that production ("Memorial Stories").

1. I grant ACCESS and its designees the right to use my name, likeness, image, written text, and the photographs I submit as embodied in the Memorial Stories whether recorded on or transferred to videotape, film, Internet, DVD, slides, photographs, audiotapes, books, magazines or any other media, now known or later developed. This grant includes without limitation the right to edit, mix or duplicate and to use or re-use the Memorial Stories in whole or part as ACCESS may elect, subject to the specific uses as set forth below. ACCESS or its designee shall have complete ownership of the Memorial Stories in which I appear, including copyright interests, and I acknowledge that I have no interest or ownership in the Memorial Stories or its copyright.

2. I also grant ACCESS and its designees the right to utilize the Memorial Stories, either in whole or in parts, and either alone or with other products in print or in audio visual format for the following purposes and in other future developed programs, not limited to, but including:

(a) Training - the Memorial Stories may be viewed during training programs for ACCESS mentors and corporations in connection with training of other support groups, agencies and/or airlines.

(b) Support services materials - the Memorial Stories may be sent to those who request the services of ACCESS as part of the ACCESS bereavement support material.

(c) Promotional and sales material - the Memorial Stories may be distributed or sold for purposes of raising funds for ACCESS; to foundations, businesses, government agencies or individuals for fundraising purposes.

(d) Marketing the ACCESS programs - the Memorial Stories may be distributed to local support groups, companies and/or airlines for purposes of training staff or volunteers or marketing the ACCESS programs to such groups.
(e) Books, articles or in other literature – the Memorial Stories may be edited for this purpose

3. I confirm that I have the right to enter into this Agreement, that I am not restricted by any commitments to third parties, and that ACCESS has no financial commitment or obligations to me as a result of this Agreement. I hereby give all clearances, copyright and otherwise, for use of my name, likeness, image, written text and the photographs I submit embodied in the Memorial Stories. I expressly release and indemnify ACCESS and its officers, employees, agents and designees from any and all claims known and unknown arising out of or in any way connected with the above granted uses and representations. The rights granted ACCESS herein are perpetual and worldwide.

I have read the foregoing and understand its terms and stipulations and agree to all of them.